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Welcome
To Megan’s newspaper
The Hamilton family and agents have much
to offer us and many secrets. Megan
Hamilton, investigative journalist, and wife
to AJ Hamilton, has decided to start a
newspaper to disclose those secrets.
Each newspaper will discuss a new book in
my series based on the Hamilton Family,
beginning with Jesse in HIS Desire.
Megan is a pseudonym for me and Helen
McNabb, beta reader extraordinaire. We’ve
concocted this newspaper to keep your love
for HIS alive.
Expect old stuff, new stuff, and previously
secret stuff. Interested in something? Send
a note to the editor at the email below.
Now, sit back and enjoy. A new issue will
be out soon!
Editor: Megan Hamilton
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Quote of the Day

Have you ever wondered what is behind
those massive gates on the Hamilton
Investigation and Security, Inc. compound?
Well, I’ve been there, and it’s amazing what
they have in there. I was first introduced to
the compound when AJ was protecting me,
but later, you know, after we married and all,
well, you know our story, I visit there
regularly to meet with Kate Hamilton and
find out what’s going on in my man’s life.

It’s originally Jesse Hamilton’s property
turned into the business property. When
he and his brothers began the business,
they needed a site and Jesse’s land worked
out perfectly. He and Kate still live in the
back of the property, far enough from the
range, but close enough to the kids’
playhouse where the wives will take turns
watching the kids during missions when
their men, or the other wives, are gone.

The compound is like nothing you’d believe.
They have a massive HQ building which
houses an armory, gym, locker rooms, war
room, computer room, and more. Then,
they have an outdoor long-range rifle range,
an indoor gun range, a kennel, a training
building they regularly blow up and rebuild,
barracks for those long night’s (mostly Devon
stays there when he’s watching his
computers), and they’ve recently added a
helo pad.

I wish you could see the compound.
They’re not open for tours or
unannounced visitors, but if they were, it
would knock your socks off.

Quiz of the Day

Tattler of the Day

Matt Hamilton

“The greatest weapon against stress is
our ability to choose one thought over
another.” -William James

In my future episodes, I’ll talk about the
training missions they allowed me to
observe. I’m not sure how that building can
handle all they put it through.
Until next time, happy reading…

Reagan Hamilton
Which Hamilton brother calls his love
“Little Dove?”

Answer: AJ Hamilton
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Jason Hamilton, age 16, has his first
going steady relationship with Monica
Bond, age 16. They met at a football
game. She is a cheerleader for the rival
high school. They even kissed, ew.
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The books based on the Hamilton family and agents
My interview with the author
As odd as it is to read books based on
your life, it was even more odd to
interview the author as we’d spent months
with her interviewing us for our books.
Now that the tables have turned, I’m ready
to dig into her life.
Megan: Why did you choose to write
books based on the Hamilton family?
Sheila: Their stories inspired me. The
strength they showed in times of fear and
danger drew me into their lives. I couldn’t
resist writing about Kate and Jesse. After
that, I couldn’t stop writing about H-I-S.
Megan: What are your plans for the rest
of the team?

Sheila: I plan to write a story on each of
the agents of H-I-S, but my time to write
has shortened, so their stories are taking
longer than I had hoped.

That’s all I have for today. Expect an
interview with Sheila every newspaper, as
we have a lot to learn about her.

Megan: What’s something crazy you’ve
done that your readers don’t know about?
Sheila: Um, let me think. Okay, here’s
one thing of many. I bungee jumped in
Jamaica.
Megan: That’s brave enough. Haha. Okay,
what else are you working on? Anything
other than our family?
Sheila: Yes, I’m working with The Wild
Rose Press on a Coastal Investigations
series. I’s a bit different, but I’m excited
about it.

Picture caption: Author Sheila Kell

Sheila Kell

Reading Order
Books based on the families of
HIS and Agents of HIS
Books do not need to be read in
order, but to get the full effect, I
recommend it.

Picture caption: The family tree of the Hamilton family to include children not in the books yet.
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Characters Ages & Pets
The characters age as the books move
along, but here are their ages during HIS

Desire.

Because I love animals, there are pets
throughout the series. What type of pet
lover are you? Cat or Dog?

Jesse: 33
Kate: 26
Jason: 12
Reagan: 5
Devon: 30
Brad: 28
Matt: 28
Jake: MIA: 25 (7 mo)
AJ: 25 (5 mo)
Trent: 24
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HIS Desire
HIS Choice
HIS Return
HIS Chance
HIS Destiny
HIS Family
HIS Heart
HIS Fantasy
By His Side (One Upon A Valentine
Anthology)
Evening Shadows
Midnight Escape
A Hamilton Christmas
Afternoon Delight
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Helen McNabb

Personnel Profile

Sheila Kell

Jesse Hamilton, founder

Age: 33

Birthdays / Celebrations
July

Birthday: Dec 10 / Sagittarius
Title: HIS Founder, former FBI, former
Army Ranger, and Marksman
Attributes: Muscular, Handsome,
Protector, 6’3” tall, Jet Black short hair,
Golden brown eyes
Skillset: Confident, Snipper, Physically
Fit, Works a situation thoroughly,
Endurance

Joe “Stone” Stone (HIS Agent)
Kevin “Pup” Richards (HIS Agent)
Kelly McKenzie (Wife to Trent)
Dillon & Jamie Hamilton (Twins of

Brad/Madison)
Pamela Hamilton (Daughter of AJ/Megan)

Sporting: Supports Orioles
Favorites: Food: Beef burrito
Favorite Artist/Band: Tim McGraw
Favorite Movie: The Godfather
Favorite Attributes (other POVs): Giving
and thoughtful (Kate – he gave her a lefthanded holster after her injury),
Unrelenting Alpha Male (Trent).
Favorite Quote: “Our greatest glory is not
Photo taken by Eric Battershell Photography

in never failing, but in rising up every time
we fail.” —Ralph Waldo Emerson
Photo: depositphotos.com

Megan Hamilton

Stories of the family
Today, I’m featuring a story about Jason and Reagan, and how
they felt about each other during their family book.

“Jason,” I ask to change the subject off Reagan’s feelings, “how
did you feel about Reagan when you met her?”

“Reagan, when you first met Jason, how did you feel?”

Jason looks off in the distance and smiles. “I fell in love with this
imp from the first moment I met her. Don’t get me wrong, I was
envious of the family she had. Her and her father were so close
that it made me miss my dad.”

Tears well in Reagan’s eyes. “I was so scared for him. I was
afraid he was going to die. I mean, I didn’t even know him, but
he seemed important to my family. Uncle Matt said he was in
the military with Jason’s dad and that he had died, leaving Jason
all alone. I knew we had to do something for him.”
“Ah, brat, I didn’t want you to feel sorry for me.”

“You didn’t fall in love with me when you met me,” Reagan
argues. “You were just nice because you were sick.”

“But, Jason, you had leukemia and were going to die.”

Jason smiles and shakes his head. “Brat, I wanted you for a sister
the moment I got to know you. You are a sweet kid.” He grins.
“When you want to be.”

“Oh, kiddo, I wasn’t going to die.”

Reagan stomps her foot. “I’m always good and sweet.”

I smile because I know Jason lied to Reagan to keep her from
feeling bad. Jason had been near death.

With a laugh, Jason pulls her back in for another hug. “You’re
right, brat. You’re always a sweetheart.”

“Yes, you were,” Reagan insisted. “You were on death’s door. I
heard my family say so.”

“I really wish you’d quit calling me brat. It makes me sound
bad.”

Jason hugs Reagan. “By the time you met me, I was healing.
Maybe I was close to death before, but not then, and not since.”

“No, it makes you sound like a perfect little sister.”

Reagan sniffles as she fights back tears.

The closeness of their relationship is evident in all they do and
speak. I hope all the Hamilton children are as equally blessed.
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Main story

Picture Caption: Kate Ross and Jesse Hamilton during their time in Ms. Kell’s story of HIS Desire.
Photos taken by Eric Battershell Photography. Designed by CT Cover Creations.

Kate and Jesse Hamilton
Their interview by Megan Hamilton

Megan Hamilton

Megan is an investigative reporter who
has broken many major stories
including the Magician and Magic Shop
where she almost lost her life in the
process. She is married to AJ
Hamilton, has two children, Alexander
and Pamela. The family resides in
Baltimore, Maryland.

I’m here today with my brother-in-law, Jesse Hamilton and his
wife Kate, formerly Kate Ross. I did not know these two during
their time in the HIS Desire storyline, so I’m excited to dig into
their secrets.
I laughed at Kate’s first impression of Jesse as it is not the man I
know. “Jesse was an arrogant player when I met him,” Kate
Hamilton told me. “He had a hard expression and never
seemed to laugh,” she continued. “If it hadn’t been his love for
his daughter, I wouldn’t have thought he had a heart.”
Jesse bristled at all of this and is still upset with Sheila for writing
his character like that. “I find it unfair to be portrayed as such,”
he stated. “I was not like that.”
“Yes, you were,” Kate argued. “You were an nothing but an ass
with me.”
“Next subject, please,” Jesse requested.
I moved along and we got to family. Jesse has nicknames for his
daughter and niece that I love. Pumpkin, for Reagan, and L’il
Bit, for Amber, fit them perfectly. He had no secret for coming
up with those names. “They just came to me when I met them.”

We continued the interview to how they felt about the stories.
Kate stated, “Having stories based upon your life feels odd.”
Jesse just shook his head and laughed. “It’s surreal.”
When I asked them to tell me about adding Jason to your
family, they looked at each other and smiled. “It was a nobrainer,” Jesse eventually said. “The closeness and love Reagan
and Jason had told us they needed to be family.”

“Having stories based upon
your life feels odd.”
- Kate Hamilton

Before we closed the interview, I circled back and asked them
what eventually drew them to each other since they had a volatile
first meeting. Kate smiled. “No matter how rude he was, he was
devilishly handsome, and I loved his alluring eyes.” Jesse leaned
over and sniffed Kate’s neck. “This,” he said. Kate supplied it
was Light Blue by Dolce & Gabbana.
Finally, I asked about their future plans. Jesse said they would
expand H-I-S to include more agents and a larger compound.
They just added a helicopter for Ballpark to fly. Kate, still
working with her family company, stated she’d be training the
new female agents to incorporate them into the ranks. “It’s all
about H-I-S, and family. Jason and Reagan always come first.”
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